Year 5 Sports Day, Who Will Win?
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On Friday 6 July 2018 Year 5 had their 6 Annual
Sports Day. It was an exciting time competing against
each other’s in teams. Everyone was being a good sport
and every member of the team was cheering each other
on, leading them to success. With the crowds roaring
every child was motivated to do their best for their teams
and associates. The parents did an amazing job helping
out, encouraging their children and getting involved.
The teams were Germany, England, Scotland, Wales,
Spain and France with their leaders participating too. The
chaperones with pride and confidence lead their teams to
victory. The activities consisted of an obstacle course,
javelin, the standing jump, over and under, shoot, hockey
dribbling, beat the keeper, relay and hurdle races.
During Sports Day, everyone had fun and the atmosphere was fantastic with everybody taking part in
all of the activities.
Here are some quotes from 5SS:
‘I found Sports Day fun and enjoyable’- Kian Halai
‘Sports Day was a time for us to be active and spend time with your friends.’ Anaiya Varsani
‘My first experience at Avanti House Sports Day was interesting and it was fun competing with
everyone else.’- Vedika Thanki
‘I found Sports Day energetic as everyone was full of life and we improved our friendship during all
the activities.’- Maan Mojaria. There was great teamwork going on as everyone corresponded with
each other.
In the relay and hurdles everyone tried their best to beat the opposing team’s time. A relay is a race
when you have a baton and pass it on to the next runner and hurdles are jumping over an object. In
the relay three teams were chosen to compete (the first group of teams on relay were England, Wales
and France and then the remainder of teams). On hurdles it was Germany, Scotland and Spain. The
winners of the relay race were Spain and on hurdles it was Germany.
Overall, Germany won with a whopping 380 points beating everyone else by a huge margin. England
came second then Wales coming third, France being fourth, Scotland just coming fifth and finally
Spain who came last but definitely not least. All the teams got cheering points with everyone getting
10 bonus points except France getting 20.At the end France sang an extremely creative song to finish
our wonderful Sports Day.
Our school would like to give a big thank you to all the parents who got involved, teachers for helping,
the organisers (Miss Pandya and Mr Halliday) for letting
Sports Day happen and finally the marvellous pupils. It is
important to have Sports Day in schools because it is an
amazing time for them to interact and play competitive
games in teams and groups. As Sports Day is about
teamwork as well as exercise it is good to be put in teams
with new people and unlock new talents in some people. It
is an extremely important event that happens all over the
world, well done everyone for participating with
determination!

By Mr Chanvhunduka and 5SS pupils.
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